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ABSTRACT

This project involved the study of difficulties in

beginning reading. The study was of a pilot nature intended

to gather information on early reading diificulties; an attempt

was also made to evaluate these difficulties in terns of a

new medium, the Initial Teaching Alphabet. Thirty-nine

children were involved in the study; twenty children in this

group learned to .aad using ITA. An account is given of their

transition in reading and writing from the initial teaching

alphabet to the standard alphabet. The remaining nineteen

children learned to read using the traditional alphabet. The

children observed mere those who, because of immaturity, lack

of English, late development, or low ability, were expected to

have difficulty ta learning to read.
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OBSERVATIONS OF CHILDREN'S DIFFICULTIES IN LEARNING TO READ USING

(a) TRADITIONAL ORTHOGRAPHY AND (b) THE INITIAL TEACHING ALPHABET

INTRODUCTION

Learning to read is a complicated task for any child.

Concerning reading, Thorndike (1917, p. 323) stated "...reading is a

very elaborate procedure involving a weighing of each of many elements

in a sentence, their organization in the proper.relation one to another,

the selection of certain of their connotations and the rejection of

others, and the co-operation of many forces to determine final response."

When this enormous code-breaking task is presented to a child who is

already handicapped by any disadvantage such as immaturity, lower mental

ability, limited experiences, or differing ethnic origin, the process of

learning to read is indeed a formidable assignment.

Though much has been written concerning reading at the primary

level (Monroe, 1951; Coster, 1955; Russell, 1961; Dechant, 1964), little

is yet known concerning how children actually do learn to read. According

to Scott (1954) there is still no unanimity as to precisely what sort of

thinking the reading process involved. In his book "How Do Children

Learn to Read," NacKinnon (1959, p. 238) stated that "his investigation

primarily acted as a reminder that a child's process of learning to read

is still little understood."

This preliminary study was undertaken to endeavour to provide

further insight into the reading process, by observing early difficulties

encountered by slow-learning-children in the first stages of learning to

read. For the teacher, it was hoped that the documentation and discussion

of these difficulties might provide a basis of awareness and sensitivity

to these problems.



The children in this study were, generally, of below-average

ability. Their progress in reading was expected to be slow. However,

it was felt that this would lead to a situation in which as many reading

problems as possible could be represented.

For the first year of study, two primary classes were selected

that were considered likely to have difficulties in reading. Each class

was in a different school in the same downtown Toronto district. For

the first year, the "Janet and John" Nisbet Series was used. The second

class used the same series printed in Pitman's Initial Teaching Alphabet.

This alphabet, known as ITA, (see Fig. 1) was developed by Sir James

Pitman and is being used au a teaching device in many British and American

Schools. The ITA is replaced by the standard alphabet as soon as the

children have gained mastery of the basic reading process, usually in the

second grade. To facilitate the transfer to the standard alphabet, this

alphabet has been designed to include many of the components of traditional

orthography. ITA is a reading system in which only one symbol is used

for each sound. Fig. 1 presents the alphabet which contains all the

traditional letters except "x" and "q", and nineteen augmentations making

a total of forty-three characters. Only lower ease characters are used;

capitals are achieved by using a larger version of the same lower case

shape (Downing, 1963).

The investigation was not designed to compare the two classes

with regard to the relative values of ITA or TO (traditional orthography).

Th t. preliminary reports of comparative studies carried out in Britain

(Downing, 1963) and in the United States (Mazurkiewicz, 1964) markedly

favour ITA as a tool in initial reading instruction, and there was no

indication that any liabili,y would be encountered in using the new
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alphabet. In using the two alphabets, the first gear of study was in

part concerned with the problems due to the irregularities and

inconsistencies of standard print; but more specifically, with problems

that were solely peculiar to the learning-to-read rrocess regardless of

the medium.

The observation of difficulties in early eeading and the

continming study of initial difficulties in the transition from ITA to

the traditional alphabet (for one group of children) covered a period of

two years

In Part I, a description is given of the children involved in

tho first year of the study, the selection of reading materials used,

the instruction in the classroom, and the procedure for observation. A

discussion of observed difficulties is also given.

AB learning to read is a eontinuous process, it was not entire4

possible to observe the pupils in each daily readiag activity. As a

consequence, in addition to regular weekly observations, samples of

reading and skill measurements were collected by the observer during the

periods of observation.

Part II discusses the children from the total group who contiaued

their ITA reading programme into the second year. Their original

teacher continued the instruction. During this period, these children

cade the transition from ITA to the standard alphabet; factors affecting

this transition are discussed.

During the two years, six children transferred out of the

classroom in which ITA was being used. The progress of these children

is discussed in a separate chapter of Part II.



PART I FIRST YEAR OF STUDY, 1963-.64

Selection of the Classrooms

As the study was concerned with early difficulties in reading,

two existing classrooms of kindergarten-primary children were chosen for

observation. In the Toronto School Board, a kindergarten-primary class

is a special class that includes children who liave completed kindergarten,

but in the opinion of the kindergarten teacher, are not ready for a

forlal grade one programme in the beginning months of their next school

year.

So that the children may receive additional help from the

teacher, the number of children in a kindergarten primary (KP) class

is usually less than in a regular grade one classroom. Oae aim of the

kindeigarten-primary class is to permit the pupil to progress according

to his level of readiness. Thus, for each child, reading could begin

anytime during the KP year. Consequently, at the end of the kinderbarten-

primary year, some children may just be ready for b full grade one

programme, while others may be ready for the grade two programme. These

latter children are usually late developers, who, during the early montka

of the KP year, are able to begin a full grade one reading programme.

The kinderaarten teachers of the children observed in this

study had recommended that these ohildren be placed in kindergarten.

primary classes, and had listed one of the following reasons in relation

to each child - late development, lack of English due to cultural

background, low ability, or immaturity. One KP classroom was chosen for

the use of the Initial Teaching Alphabet (ITA) and included twenty



children. The other claesroom that was to use traditional orthography

(TO) included nineteen children. The classes were each ia different

downtown school, in the same school distrietz two milee distant from

each other.

The ITA children, in September, ranged from ages five years

eight months, to six years eleven months, with two additional ehildren

who were seven years five months, and eight years one month respeetively.

The TO children ranged from ages five years eight months, to eir years

five months with one exception, a child of seven years seven months.

All the children had attended kindergarten the previous year for at

least part of the year. No child in either class was able to read when

this study was undertaken.

Selection of Reading Material

The Nisbet raading series was used in both classrooms. These.

books were the English version of the American series, known as The

Alice and Jerry Books, Reading Fot-Aation Series. The readers were from

the same set as was used in the current British ITA study (Downing, 1964).

The sets of readers obtained consisted of a first grade vocabulary

arranged in two series, one of which Nisbet labelled the "Basic Phonic

Series" and the other, the "Basic Whole-Word Series." These series were

the only readers available in both 1TA and TO--workbooks, number books,

story books, Jalet and John "Little Books" etc. These were distributed

to the two teachers to use as they desired. Both teachers decided to

use the "whole-word" basic serf,es and reading began in the first book

"Here We Go."

0
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Procedure for Obeervation

The observer spent a minimum of eight hours of the twenty-five

hour school week in each classroom. Because of regular presence in the
, -

classrooms and because of the co-operation of the teachers, the observer

was early accepted as part of the classroom routine, minimizing the

effect of a visitor on the children's performance. In observing the

children, daily notes were kept on reactions to aspects of the reading

programme. In addition, the children were given an opportunity to work

with the observer, reading to her, explaining pieces of work, and

discussing their difficulties.

No requirement was made for daily anecdotal records from the

teachers. Instead, they were released from their classroom duties one

half-clay pEr week to meet with the observer, to decide on materials to

be use,e4 and to discuss problems of the programme. During that half-day

no reading instruction was given to the children by the supply teacher.

In September and October the children were interviewed twice.

In the first interview, a series of questions were used to obtain an

informal evaluation of the child's aural comprehension (Appendix A).

I. the second interview, an informal chat included a schedule of topics

that might indicate the extent to whJah the children had been exposed to

reading. The inteat was to also explore the limit of their curiosity

toward the process of learning to reed (Appendix B).

November and December were spent in observing the children

learning their first words. From this period to the end of June, twelve

informal reading samples were presented to the children in each class.

Those samples, along with a year's anecdotal record of the children's

problems in daily reading lessons, were'used to analyze initial difficulties



in learning to read. The reading samples are documented and on file in

the Research Deperteaeat. The types of errors observed both in the samples

and in daily lessons are discussed in this report.
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CHARACTER OF THE CLASSM

Following a year of observing the children in tneir classrooms,

it was possible to collect information concerning the children

themselves. This included uspects of their cultural background, their

language at home and at school, and their attitudes toward books and

reading. All this seemed pertinent to their ab:Uity to learn to read.

As the two teachers were aware of the particular nature of their classes:

teaching strategy was patterned to the needs of the children. Consequen4y,

information on the instruction in the classroors is included in this

chapter.

22,01a.ga2lamo of the Children

From the children's responses to the questionnaire on reading

(Appendix B), it was very clear that in the homes of the children from

each classroom, books were not common. In answer to the question,

"Does anyone at home read to you?", onl,y sixteen children out of thirty-

eight answered in the affirmative. To the question, "Are there any books

in your house?", only eighteen out of thirty-nix answered affirmatively,

and even these children's concepts of books included, for the most part,

items such as stamp books, telephone books, advertising booklets fastened

to liquor bottles, "books that you write in," etc. The same type of

information questions about words, sentences, and reading were given to

the children in June. Some of their replies proved interesting, in

that they indicated the thoughts of some of these children concerning

letters, words, sentences, and reading, after a limited exposure to

print.
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ITA Children

Child 1

Q. What do you think your teacher likes to read at home?

A. She doesn't read at home.

Q. Why not?

A. She does it all here.

Child 2

Q. Can you tell me what a word is? -

A. Well, you can talk words.

Child

Q. Why do you want to learn to read well?

A. So we can talk well.

Child.

Q. Why do you want to learn to read well?

A. When you get in grade two, and you haven't learned here,

you'll sure have more work to do there.

TO Children

Child 1

Q. Can you tell me what a sentence is made up of?

A. It's made up of chalk.

Child 2

Q. Can you tell me what a word is?

A. "Home" is a word.

Q. Gan you tell me what it is made up of?

A. It has a kitchen, and bedrooms.

Q. Here is a word. What did I make?

A. You looked at the paper and then you made things with your
pen. (When asked what "things" were, the child could not
say.)



Child 4

Q. Do your mother and father read at home?

A. No, they only read Italian. Only my aunt and I speak

Ehglish but I speak it anyway.

Language Profile of the Children

One of the handicaps in learning to read for the children in

both classrooms was the discrepancy between the vocabulary they possessed

and the vocabulary expected of them in the school environment. There was

also a wide breach between their backgrounds and the experieres of the

fictitious children in the stories that were read to them, and the

stories in their readers, these stories being entirely based on middle-

class standards. Because of these standards, Bernstein (1961) suggests

a pattern of difficulties which the lower working-class pupil experiences

in trying to cope with education as it is given in our schools:

"Such children will experience difficulty in learning to

read, in extending their vocabulary, and in learning to use a

wide range of formal possibilities for the organisation of

verbal meaning; their reading and writing will be slow and will

tend to be associated with a concrete, activity-dominated,

content; their powers of verbal comprehension will be limited;

grammnr and syntax will pass they by; the propositions they

use will suffer fram a large measure of dislocation; their

verbal planning function will be restricted; their thinking

will tend to be rigid--the number of new relationshiye

available to then will be very limited."

Bernstein suggests that "these difficulties are not necessarily

dependent on the child's innate capacity to learn, as indicated by

intel.Ligence tests. They are based instead on the form of the child's

spoken language, inducing orientations to particular orders of learning

and dimensions of relevance." In an environment detrimental to the

development of required language skills, the child's general performance

in the school environment will probably be reduced.



Such was the ease with most of the children in this study.

Discussion with the children in the ITA classroom indicated that their

language
experiences at home, with a few exceptions, were minimal.

Perhaps because of lack of example and practise, some of the children

also exhibited poor articulation, with added instances of "baby talk."

The children in the TO classroom were for the most part from

newly-immigrated Italian families, and could speak very little English.

A few of these Italian children had been in Canada since birth (six to

eight years) but .had lived in a totally Italian culture, in which only

Italian was spoken. In talking to their kindergarten teachers and to

their brothers and sisters in the same school, it was clear too, that

middle-class language patterns of Canadians had not touched them, and

were entirely outside the boundary of their experience. Consequently,

the pattern of language to which they were exposed at school was an

added problem in their endeavours to absorb some of the language

prerequisites of reading.

With these backgrounds in mind, discussion of language problems

and instruction of the children in each classroom is presented.

LanguaRe Problem of the Children in the ITA Classroom

From the school nurse's reports and from information contained

in teacher-parent correspondence, it was apparent that fourteen *of the

children in this classroom came from homes in which one of the following

conditions existed--over-crowding, lack of money, lack of food, noise,

and in two cases, extreme dirtiness.

The twenty children included seven children who had repeated

kindergarten, as well as one child who was repeating grade one. Five

children were from non-English speaking homes; three attended speech
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class, and one girl was blind in oae eye. Except for a few, most could

not speak in sentences, several had speech defects carried over from

babyhood where no effort had been made to correct the speech pattern.

Few had ever been off their street, and contact with the world around

them was almost negligible. In a reading lesson (in the month of March)

that involved a story about a train, few had ever seen one.

It is likely that this lack of experiences, accompanied by

poor nutrition, and in some cases inadequate clothing and lack of sleep,

all contributed to the slow pace of their learning.

Above all, it seemed that no one had ever talked to them to

any extent or answered inquiring questions. Consequently when reading

lessons began, they had no added advantage of having heard the words

before they were required to read them. (If a child hears a word, and

then recognizes it as a word he knows, i.e., one that is in his vocabulary,

or one that he has heard in his familyls speech, part of his problem is

solved; he has only to learn to identify by sight what he already recognizes

by ear.) Therefore, a great deal of time was spent in developing an

ability to attach labels to objects. This deficiency, i.e., lack of

labels for objects which are familiar to the middle-class child, must of

course not be confused with a mental lack on the part of the child. The

things with which he was familiar would probably be just as foreign to

the middle-class child. This lack did, however, slow the pace of beginning

reading in the school environment for these ITA children. For example,

in examining household pictures to be used in a phonic lesson, the

children know what a safety pin was, but a rolling pin was outside the

experience of most of them. However, one boy knew very well what it was.

He informed his classmates that "you squash things with it."
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This lack of "labels" was obvious when the children were being

instructed further in initial sounds. In April they were being shown a

film_strip of "beginning sounds." This consisted of six pictures of

objects, four objects starting with the same sound, two objects different.

Half the children did poorly, their problem compounded by the fact that

they first had to puzzle over what the object was called, then say this

unfamiliar word to themselves, and then make a decision as to what the

first sound was. Examples of unfamiliar objects were a radio, a tent,

a feather, a snake.

Oa another occasion their limited language facility was

illustrated when the teacher asked what a sparrow was. No child know.

One child asked, "Is it like the Indians use?" When the teacher said

no and explained an arrow, one other child asked if it was grass. An

informal lesson ensued concerning sparrows. A few weeks later this child

was again asked what a sparrow was. He still didn't know. The other

children in the roam were asked also; all but three knew,.

In this type of class, then, many hours had to be spent giving

meaning to aural, oral, and visual perception. Without these prerequisites,

no progress in reading was possible.

Language Problem of the Children in the TO Classroom

All but two of the children in this classroam were from nevay

arrived Italian families. The language spoken at home was Italian, the

children were well-clothed, and reasonably well-fed, but lived in a

restricted atmosphere with little possibility for conversation except

among themselves.

The first part of the school year had to be spent in teaching

the children to speak English. Again much time was devoted to concepts

3.8
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and labels. The children were encouraged to talk in extended "talking-

time" periods. They were also encouraged to bring things to school and

these were examined and discussed at great length. Concepts about their

daily school life were developed and enlarged. At the same time, much

effort was spent in developing the senses, particularly the auditory

sense -- "repeat clapping," feeling the pressure of breath on the hands

from different sounds, identifying sounds made behind a screen, etc.

Though all these reinforcements helped most of the children develop a

phonetic ear, a few of the children could not understand what they were

supposed to hear. One child, when asked what she heard coming first out

of the mouth when the teacher pronounced flower, asked: "Wind?"

Because their initial language experiences were in Italian,

many sounds were very difficult for the children to hear and vocalize,

e.g., th, wh, s. A good deal of time was spent looking at likes and

differences of words, and uttering the words in "chorus" games.

Plural words were a problem; in their daily sppech the children

did not use pLurals. Also the children normally placed the adjective

after the noun in their speech. In "talking-time" it was always "seeds

apple," "in the book red," and, in a story: "so get it the dog" (So the

dog can get it); also in board story reading: Paula(s) run," not "Paula

runs."

Despite the fact that the children's English speech was

developing slowly, it was nevertheless encouraging to hear their earnest

efforts. A few examples including illustrations of omitted sounds and

rearranged plurals are given:

1. Dominic, in a game, was supposed to ask "Who are you?" He asked

"Why you are?"
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2. Cosimo and Clara trying to say star, moustache, and scotch tape,

pronounced the words tar, mutash, and hots tape.

3. In talking-time the teacher asked: "Reggina, what are you going

to tell us?"

Reginna answered: "Something story about."

It was then Paula's turn. This was her story:

"I have a very nice story about Julie.

She makes our hair. (hairdresser)

She has a baby.

Her calls Severie."

4. Other incidental chatter in talking-time:

(a) I have cards beatle.

(b) I dance--I know how to make the feet.

(c) Michael bought bubble sticky for one cent.

5. Question: Can we sing Mac Fros? (Jack niost)

6. In describing a picture of a boy patting a horse, Dominic's

description included the sentence: nhe boy is softing him."

7. A picture was shown of a man on the street carrying garden tools,

and looking in a sporting goods store window. The teacher

asked the children what the man might be thinking.

Answer: "Nb plant; no seeds; want .to fish."

The children showed, during the year, that their comprehension

was good even though the grammatical construction of their speech left

much to be desired. Sy June their speech patterns were developing nicely.

In both classes, the important factor was the difference between

the attitude of the children to language in September to their attitude

in June. Sy June, the dhildren in both rooms felt free to express themselves

20
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both to their classmates and their teacher. Though perhaps not always

fluent, their willingness and eagerness to talk was most evident. As

language is a prerequisite to reading, this was an important achievement.

Instruction in the ITA Classroom

The ITA teacher spent the first two months of the school year

fandliarizing herself with the background of her children and their

various problems. In November, reading was started with a nucleus of

approximately twenty sight words. Reading from the beginning was an

enjoyable game, with participation by the entire elass. It was obvious

that the children took pleasure from their simple word games. The

learning of sight words was reinforced by the teaching of such skills as

viemal and auditory discrimination, development of left to right sequence,

using picture context clues, etc. There wsre also many opportunities

provided for conversation, and many stories. An excellent programme of

phonic development and word synthesis followed. Teaching was directed

too the whole class, oral reading was done in groups.

Instruction in the TO Classroom

The TO teacher spent the first two months of the school year

providing the children, most of whom were non-English speaking, with a

badwound of language, and actual experiences, on which to draw.

Lmaguage development was continued throughout the school year.

Preparation for a reading programme included charts of items

vith whide they were familiar but for whi.ch they had no labels. For

example, a U.ip to the vegetable store was made and a variety of vegetables

punhased. In the classroom, the vegetables were then examined by touch



and si.ght, their colour; taste, and texture discussed. This active

experience was then followed by labelling, and chartmaking. This

reinforcement pattern follow:11.g actual experiences was repeated several

1 times. Reading for the month of November was done mainly from the many

charts made by the children and teacher.

Formal introduction to reading began in November with approximately

ten sight words taught to the entire class. The children were then

divided into three groups. All further reading instrwtion was given at

whatever level the child had reached. Opportunity was provided for

mobility between groups. The exception to group learning was phonic

instruction. The discrimination of sounds was taught in picture games

with the whole class participating. Later in the year when the groups

were stabilized, phonics were reinforced in each group along with the

reading lesson.
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OBSERVATIONS IN THE CLASSROOM

The months of September and October were spent in reading

readiness activities and in the development of sight word vocabulary.

For these children, both teachers necessarily introduced formal reading

at a slower rate. This proved to be helpful in examining reading problems.

With children who have little difficulty in learning to read, most

problems are of short duration and are difficult:to observe. It must

be emphasized as well that this study was intended to examine the kinds

of reading difficulties that occurred, not their frequency.

Difficulties Observed in the ITA Classroom

Observations of the children in reading situations led to a

detailed record being kept throughout the year of the problems encountered.

From this record, difficulties observed have been detailed according to

accepted categories.*

Continual Substitution for Words With Some Visual Similarity

As the reading vocabulary of the ITA children increased over

the year, the incidence of substitution errors became more and more

frequent. Though the pace of introducing new words was slow, some of

the children still became confused very easily. The children seemed to

be identifying by using only part of a word, either the beginning, middle,

or end letter or groups of letters. One factor compounding the difficulty

was the presentation of material in the reader itself. As was noted,

the "whole-word" basic series was used; introduction in close succession

* The Gates DiagnoAic Reading Tests, Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia University, New York.
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of "like" words as woni- and wenf, re4 and 1.--44!ri

and 1.ole- confused-11the slower readers. If the "phonic basic" series had been used, possiblythis difficulty might not have been evident, as the word
presentation isof a different order and does not promote "like" word error.

This oompounding factor was not related to conventional printor ITA but to the reading situation presented. Studies of eye movement(Dechant, 1964, p. 187) indicate that in the first grade, not more thanone-half of a word is usually seen. The child must.then look at theparts of a word, retain them in memory, and combine them mentally toform the whole word. With this in mind, the children of this study haddifficulty in
differentiating such words as keen, heem, kous presentedin quick

succession. With children who normally fiad the reading processeasier to master, this type of "like" word introduction might not be aproblem. With three children in the 1TA clase (and four in the TO room)this was the case. For the remaining children, however, the problemwas manifested in their repeated substitution of one "like" word foranother.

Three children, early in the school year, had trouble identifyingand klifen, The problem might have been a compound ones ice., thesimilar
configuration of the two words, but also the fact that a kittenwas little. When the child saw the word

kitten, he resolved the meaningas being a little kitten.

Burton and Ilika (1964) have stated that the beginning taskof unlocking new words should not be
complicated by the

introductiontogether of such words as moon and hat,
2:Lt_lai and kitty,. The sameargument might apply to such likenesses as little and kitten

especiallywhen the term kitten refers to a little oat,
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The problem of substitution might not be so critical with

average or bright children. With these children being studied, every

observation carried examples of substitution for words of some similarity,

e.g., met and w for kee V.4 for wun; "I'm for bcri; kw+for 6e4l biq

for tip4; Jhx.r for veiler; ie for mk.

melgAlaikj...2.31.111)...1_eintin Reversals

There were few observed instances of errors arising from

reading reversals. The occasions when left to right progression errors

were apparent were usually when a word game was being carried out. In

a "letter scramble" game, one boy tried to unscramble the letters for

fh4er. After much effort, he succeeded, told the teacher the word was

father but had arranged the letters backwards: regurf.

Another child on two occasions in a word drill game, gave the

word mae for CX.111.

The same child, in January was reading a board story;

Fecam jump

See fo 31ier turn JOU

He read the first sentence correctly; then started at the last

word of the second sentence and read the four words in reverse order.

(Another child, when asked to read the second sentence of the

same board read: a2sLEstAtmjin. When asked where she saw the--

word luut she pointed to the first sentence, i.e., she had selected a

word from the first sentence and implanted it in the second sentence.)

There were a few instances of printing reversals. In one

observed instance, the children were making words on the blackboard from

the word at. One child made 4af, and called it that. The teacher told

the child he had not printed the word thet correctly, rubbed it out, and
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asked another child. This child also printed hiet; the third child

printed the word correctly: Jimif; all three children printed tho t

before the h but the first two did so with right to left progression.

With the exception of one boy who was still printing n foril,

1 for p, the instances of reversed printing diminised throughout the

year.,

klgaLligailcxt Words

As the year progressed, the children in their simple work

seemed to be achieving the goal of comprehension as well as "code-

breaking." There were, however, some children who now began to supply

a word with the right connotation as substitution for a word he did not

imow, for example, ham for glad. In the ITA 'room, there were three

observed instances of this type of substitution, i.e., the substituted

word was contextually correct, but lacked any visual relationship:

The word glaa in the I Went Walking primer was very hard for

them to remember. The teacher told her top reading group that the word

rhymed with mad, one child finally discovered the word, but before this

occurred, two others had asked if the word was happy.

Oa another occasion, the teacher was introducing the colour

word white (Aiii in ITA). The children had mastered the words recl (red)

and bico (blue). The teacher therefore displayed a flag and printed the

sentence; It it rea p ancl Wu). The boy who was asked (verbally)

for the fill-in word, supplied Elm.

i-coThe same boy was trying to read the sentences Jon Sam nue

api. (John saw two new caps). He did not know Sau but supplied the

word mas in its place.
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tz.;121.1211.

The identification of eapitals for the ITA children involved

only a size variation of the letter. The children did not seem to notice

Lgy differemzte in the larger shape af the letter nor the visual chanze

No special teaching emphasis was placed on

the larger size letter until the last month of the school year, and

then only incidentally.

Hesitation Difficulties

"Hesitation" refers to words the children refused. These

were words that they did not seem to be able to use any skill to solve

to obtain pronunciation and context.

During the first half of the year's programme when the

vocabulary load was small, the ITA children did very well in their daily

reading lessons. As the load increased, all but four found it increasingly

difficult to solve new words. Vocabulary retention for these children

was minimal; continual lesson reinforcement was required.

Difficulties Observed in the TO Classroom

Fr= a record of observations in the TO classroom (sinilar to

that for the ITA room), the reading difficulties of the TO children

were informally catalogued.

Substitution of Words with Some Visual Similarity

The children in the TO classroom were observed to have

difficulties, as did the ITA children, with words of like configuration

and letter similarity. The similarity between the two classes was

more apparent during the first half of the school year. Like words being

introduced in the series.in too close proximity caused confusion in both

classrooms.

27
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As their ability to extract meaning from words increased over
the year, substitution errors diminished. For example, there were many

instances of the child subsi,ituting a "like" word, !...ut on hearing what

he had read and realizing the meaning was incorrect, the child would

re-read the sentence, using the correct word. Substitution errors noted

at the end of the year were: went for want, are for were, and will for

with.

Left to flight Progression and Printing Reversals

During the early months'of reading, there were frequent

instances of children looking at a word or a sentence from right to left:

(a) One child, reading a short seatence, started at the last word.

(b) Paula looked at the name "Vincent" and said, "It begins like Janet."

She seemed to be looking at both names from right to left.

In their printing exercises, instances of reversals were also

observed:

(a) There were instances of a few children 2aallas a word beginning at

the last letter, e.g., Janet copied correctly but printed from

right to left starting with the t.

(b) Printing reversals of lower-case letters were also observed,

particularly with the reversals of R for g. and n for n.

(c) One child, printing the word az after an extensive blackboard

lesson on this word, printed n all the way down his work sheet.

This child was singular in this classroom in that he had been

tested at the E- level, had spent two years in kindergarten, and

was already eight years old.

During the latter part of the year, no observed printing

reversals were noted, except for the X- child already discussed.
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(d) Four children bad reversal errors with the words sal and was. One

child overcame this confusion and no ',tiler errors of reversal in

reading were noted. The reversals of saw and was by the three other

children continued intermittently and two of these children were

still observed making the saw-was reversal in the middle of June.

Sualying Context Words

During the beginning of the year, few context words were supplied

by the TO children. Their English vocabulary was too limited for this

type of substitution.

In February, there was one instance, as in the ITA classroom, of

the word glad being replaced by happy.

During the same month, a phonic picture drill was being given to

the whole class. The beginning sound to be learned was b. The E- child

mentioned previously, was shown a picture of a book and asked to tell what

the object was. He supplied the word read. For a ball and bat, he

supplied hit. Though he had no comprehension of phonic intention, he

tried to supply words with some association in meaning.

Capital Letters

Capital letters posed problems during the first half of the year.

Although the capital letter was usually taught along with the lower case

form in his reader, the child often did not meet the capital letter (other

than in lesson board stories) until much later. This lack of immediate

application in the reader seemed to be part of the difficulty.

Early examples of capital letter dIfficulty are given:

(a) iiatchinkword cards in a story. A board story contained the word

look. A child was given a word card Look to match in the story.

He could not find it; he finally matched it to a picture-vord card

higher up on the board that said Look. look.
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(b) A sorting exercise. The words look and Look were to be separated

into individual piles; a child was not at all sure that the two

said the same thing because they did not look the same; he put them

in one pile when capital L was explained.

(c) Capital letter differentiation. The TO teacher called the capital

"the dressed up letter." One little boy continually put his finger

on a small letter when the teacher asked the children to put a

finger on the word that was "dressed up" at.the beginning.

(d) Word drill game. Twelve word cards were on the floor in the centre

of the circle. Six of these cards were one, two, arid three, One,

Two and Three. At the end of the game, all the words had been

taken (i.e., were known) except for the three capitalized words.

At the end of the year, though there may have been other

instances, only one observed eapital letter refusal was witnessed. A

child was reading a sentence beginning with the word Here. When he

refused the words the teacher printed here on the board, and asked the

child what it said. The child knew the word and want back to real& the

sentence correctly.

Hesitation Difficulties

In daily observations, words refused were usually those with

no ready referent for the children, i.e., and, the, there, is, are.

During the last two months, the majority of the children

applied the skills they had learned to solve unknowavords. When-,

context was missing, words were sometimes still refused. For example,

one little boy sounded out the word still correctly. As he did not

have a meaning for the word, nor understood the context of the sentence,

the word was refused.
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Plural Words

As these Italian children in their ettay speech patterns had

never used a plural s, they read plural words in the singular, for

example, kitten for kittens, boat for boats, etc. The teacher spent

much time indicating plural words to them. Ry the end of the year, the

difficulty was apparent in the reading of only three children.

Different PrAELLIN1

A difficulty for three children arose involving a difference

in print of the letters a and g. The children were taught these symbols

as a and g. When they met these letters in a pre-primer as a and

they did not recognize them as any sounds they had been taught. This

printing of a and g: was peculiar to the readers used.

As the year progressed, the children absorbed the identity of

these strange letters and no further instance was observed of the letters

a and g being refused.

Note.--As "Different Printing" difficulties were not observed

in the ITA room, this section was not included. In ITA instruction,

two forms or "a" are used, * and a each with its own sound. The form

g is used for ea. If there was difficulty, the observer was not present

when errors occurred in the ITA classroom.

Non-Readers

Each classroom had a group of four children who seemed to be

having paralyzing difficulties in learning to read. Each group was

treated differently. The TO children's activities in this group were

directed towards more active work with their hands, and a very slow pace

in learning words. In the ITA class, the children were moved at a slower
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pace with the amount of oral reading done, but in all other aspects of

their day, i.e., seat work, blackboard lessons, word drill, they were

included with the rest of the children. Most frequently the teachers

credited this lack of progress to a low I.Q., accompanied by an

unfavourable home background.

32
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DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION

In Part I of this study the primary assignment was to observe

and record reading difficulties in the situation in which they occurred.

The difference between the language structure used by the

child and that presented to him at school was a factor to be considered

in each reading lesson. The spare vocabulary and word concepts of

each child were limiting factors.in early reading.

Capital letters posed a problem in the early part of the TO

school year. This problem was oviarcome as the children encountered the

capital letters repetitively in their readers, and in board stories.

Visual as well as aural discrimination was a problem for the

children no matter which print was being used. Both classes exhitdted

difficulties with words of similar configuration. This problem diminished

to a great degree in the TO room during the year. Repetition and rein-

forcement helped the TO children to develop greater skill in observing

small differences in like words. Reading reversals of such words as

was and saw however, were a problem during the entire year for a few of

the children in the TO classroom. There were very few instances of

reading reversals in the ITA room, and only a few instances of printing

reversals. The reversal of sat/ and vvos was not apparent, probably because

of their lack of similarity in ITA.

Problems of middle letter identification and plural endings

were two of the major difficulties of both classes. Toward the end of

the year, most of the TO children had mastered this type of word cbange.

The other children in this room still made errors, butt now realized that

the errors had been made, and corrected themselves with no help from the

3 3
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teacher or the observer. The problem of middle letter confusion seemed

to stay with Some of the ITA children to the end of the year.

In an examination of phonic learning in each class, difficulties

were compounded by such factors as speech defects, ethnic speech peculiar

to the Italian children, and the inability of the child to hear the

sounds. Determining the difference between such sounds as in and n, aad

p and b was particularly hard. The task of simultaneously seeing the

letter correctly and applying the appropriate soUnd, particularV for 2

and b, and b and d remained a problem for some children in each class

throughout the year. This difficulty was completely divorced from

either print medium.

Later in the year, the children in both classes seemed to have

less difficulty in learninLi by sight, words that were taught in context,

with some stress placed on a "learned" beginning sound.

Nany errors in reading could be attributed to the child

limiting himself to a minimal clue. It was obvious that one form of cue

was not enough; for example, knowing only the sound for the letter

combination sh did not help the Child solve the difference between shall,

ship, or shim. The solutions of substitution or "giving up" were not

sufficient. The chnd must learn not to use just one me but to try as

many as are necessary to decode the word. If the surrounding words are

within his understanding he should be able to use context as an added

clue. The problem is then one that requires instruction ia strategy, and

reinforcement in methods of solution. These difficulties appeared to be

directly concerned with learning to read, and applied to both classrooms,

regardless of the alphabet being used.

The method of teaching in the classromm differed to some

degr-q. The TO teacher tended to use.reading from the textbook (and

34
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extra-curricular home reading) largely as a supplement to what had been

learned primarily from the blackboard stories, or seatwork exercises.

The :TA teacher tended more toward word analysis fram the blackboard and

reading directed primarily from the reader. Both teachers included phonic

lessons as part of the instructional programme.

In terms of ITA, there was no indication that the new alphabet

necessitated gross changes in the teaching role other than in the heavy

load of preparing new material. (The new print entailed much work in

the preparation of word cards and charts.) Though the number of approaches

necessary in teaching primary pupils were not diminished, neither were

they limited by using ITA. For the slow-learning children in this

study, the teaching methods used were appropriate; no speculation can

be made as to what teaching attack might be used for the bright child

learning to read with ITA.

There was a marked lack of frustration in the ITA classroom.

The children generally enjoyed a feeling of success. TWo reasonable

explanations might be the minimal complexity and great reliability of

ITA, and the industry and enthusiasm of the teacher. Nuch repetition

was needed in teaching each reading skill; the ITA teacher was skilful

in introducing each skill in a variety of forms, each form holding the

short attention spans of the children in the classroom. By using a

variety of situations in which to present each lesson, a curiosity

towards the world outside of their environment was developed. This was

very much to the advantage of these pupils for they did not bring the

"curiosity" to school with then. It is a well-known fact that "if a

dhild's curiosity is limited, an important dynamic for learning is

removed" (Bernstein, 1961, p. 164). Through the year, the children begaA
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to ask many questions, and to listen attentively to the answers to these

questions. This expansion of their world and consequently their

vocabulary helped in preparing them for their reading programme.

The atmosphere in the TO classroom was one of industry. The

general approach toward the children included an understanding of the

problems of a non-English speaking child. Frustrations and difficulties

were accepted as a likely concomitant of the initial stages in learning

to read. The teacher moved the pupils toward overComing these problems

so that after eight months, most of the children were progressing

satisfactorily in daily reading sessions. The emphasis on industry and

its rewards, and the provision of widely different programmes for

individual groups might account, in part, for the progress of these

children who also had to cope with the complexities of standard print.

It is recognized that no learning can be guaranteed. Also,

the observation of only two teaching attacks and a small number of

unmatched children, limits the amount of emphasis that can be placed on

the difficulties encountered. An entirely different pattern may have

emerged from different classroom environments. Other reasons for reading

errors such as distraction, confusion or disinterest must not be overlooked.

In attempting to derive meaning from the errors, it cannot be assumed

that each error within an accepted eategory had the same cause. Also,

a child might have persisted in the same error pattern, but with the

causal factor undergoing alteration. It must also be assumed that some

errors were not seen. A complete record could possibly have given a

different pattern. Consequently, interpretation must be open to question,

though the observations were as objective as possible.
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StraviARY - PART I

Regardless of the alphabet that was used to teach beginning

reading, certain difficulties encountered by the children were similar.

The main difficulties for the children in both classrooms

observed were:

1. The inability of this type of child to retain skill to which he had

been exposed. Added reinforcement by the teacher was needed

constantly.

2. The inability of this type of child to use more than one skill in

solving a reading problem. The child tended to "give up" if the one

skill he tried did not solve his reading problem.

3. (a) A major difficulty in reading was the difference between the

language structure used by the child and that presented to him

at school. This type of child arrives at school with sparse

7ocabulary, few concepts, and lacking many of the experiences

known to other children. Consequently, the reading material

that is presented to him, based on a middle-class environment,

is an added handicap in nastering early reading. Perhaps these

children would have more success initially if early reading

material was Geared closer to the child's own background.

(b) Common difficulties were lack of visual and aural discrimination,

plural endings, confusion with words of like configuration.

4. Problems of reversals of such words as was and saw were more common

in the standard print classroom than in the ITA room.

5. Initial reading was easier for the ITA children than for the childrer.

using standard print. AB both classes had competent teachers, hawever,

3



the success in reading in both classes depended largely on each

child's own ability.

No attempt was made to directly compare proRxess with the

different reading media. As a matter of general observation, however,

it appeared that ITA offered a logical print which also eliminated the

capital vs. lower case coAplexity of standard print. Further, ITA

alleviated problems of reading reversals observed in the standard print

classroom. ITA1 however, did not appear to remedy the problem of wyrds

of like configuration.

The results obtained within the limits of this study must be

interpreted with care. No comparison between the two classes observed

would be meanincful. As well as differences in age, language, badkground

and mental ability, the children were in themselves subject to different

time levels of development. There were observable developmental spurts

and plateaux of learning within the classes as well as between the

classes. The teaching was also dissimilar, and this, combined with the

differences already listed, make any type of comparison invalid.

It is Important to discuss exactly what ITA is, and how it caa

perhaps re-order the total philosophy concerning the learning of the

process called reading.

ITA has simplified the initial process of learning to read,

by its changed orthography. It has taken into account, by as alose a

standard print correspondence as possible, the transfer back to traditional

priat. gy the elimination of capitals and by the logical approach of

only one sound for each symbol, it has made the beginning task of learning

to read easier. It is still, however, a simplification superimposed on

a hmethod" used to teach children to read. In the basal readers used
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in this study, not ITA alone, but such things as colour,

illustration,
vicarious enjoyment, etc. provided the

initiative to learn to read. In
an examination of the oral readint; of the ITA children in this

study, it
seemed that the

simplification provided by ITA made the reading task
easier. However, the children did not all

automatically learn to read
well, at least over their first year of

instruction.Tentative
conclusions after the first year were:1. Despite the

simplification which ITA offers, reading
difficultie:; Dar

some children still exist.
2. Progress in reading depends

initially on the
experiences, concepts

and language that the child himself brings to school.
3. The method used in

accompaniment with ITA is
important.

4. The total
approach used in

introducing reading is a vital factor,
not ITA per se.

The fact
remains, that in many cases more than ITA is needed

to make the type of child
described in this report a fluent

reader. As
was se'en in this first year of study, progress in reading depends upon
progress in speech, and

particularly
vocabulary

development. Oral
language

development must run ahead of reading
development at all

stages.
When the child has little chance at home for verbal

experiences, and
when this type of

experience is provided only in the school year and the
school room, early progress in reading is bound to be slow.
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PART II - SECOND YEAR OF STUDY, 1964-65

The second year programme involved the documentation of any

continuing or new difficulties encountered in the reading, writing, and

spellingsrogrammes of the ITA children only. In this year, these

children were to nmke the reading and writing transition to standard

orthography. The current literature contains very little information

concerning the nature of difficulties that a slow-learning child might

have in making this transition. The intent of this report for the second

year was to indicate, if possible, the types of problems that would be

presented by a change in orthography.

During the two years of observation, four children transferred

out of the ITA classroom in the first year of instruction, and two

children during the second year. Each of these children continued their

schooling in a classroom in which traditional orthography was used. The

progress of the transferred children is discussed in a separate chapter

of Part II of this report.

The children in the original ITA classroom were kept together

for their second year of instruction. They continued their school

programme with the same teacher in the same school. The children were

visited once a week from September to June. An account of their year's

reading, writing, and spelling programme, including the transition to

traditional orthography at the end of January is presented.

Programme in the ITA Classroom

At the end of September, 1964, the children in the ITA room

were divided into three groups, depending on ability. This grouping was
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continued throughout the 1964-65 term. Though ability had been defined

in terms of reading, work in other areas was also presented at the three

different levels. This arrangement proved to be satisfactory, as it

provided for individual differences, and each child was able to proceed

at a rapid or slow pace, depending on his aptitade.

Each group of children was reading in a different ITA reader;

each group exhibited a different level of achievement. As the children

used the ITA readers until January, a description of their content is

given.

Reading in the Second Year

Reading_ iiaterial Used

As reading material printed in the initial teaching alphabet

is relatively unfamiliar to many, some information is included concerning

the books that are now available.

'Alen this study began, the transliterated Janet and John

readers were the only series in ITA available. In the second year,

however, as well as a larger supply of supplementary library books, two

new sets of ITA readers were in print. Consequently, the outdated Janet

and John experimental ITA series wus discontinued, and the new.readers

used. As both sets of readers were somewhat different from American

basal reading series, an account of each set is given:

1. The Downing ITA Series

This series was proelced in England. Only occasionally do any

of the stories lean toward British culture. There are eight primers

that build up a core vocabulary, utilizing all the sounds of English

and all the initial teaching alphabet symtols. Using this care

44
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vocabulary two revision story books are presented with no new

vocabulary. There -re then four readers as a continuation.

Beginning at the fifth primer, cartoon characters of two eats

are included in the content, and stories concerning their escapades

are presented throughout the remaining books in the series. In the

four readers, there are stories in each book documenting the continuing

experiences of a car called nAmanda." The stories of Amanda, and of

Zip and Wendy, the two cats, were particularly appealing to the

children under observation in the ITA classroom.

2. The Early-to-Read ITA Series

This series of seven books was prepared in the United States

by Mazurkiewicz and Tanyzer and is novel in its approach. The

illustrations are usually in black and white caricature, with the

employment of one bright colour; the children in the stories are not

all white-skinned; the language used is often the language of

children; not all the children are eternally good:

bii Bill

bin ran au+ ov jld 1.10us Bill ran out of the house.

h&e. ,t4le Jor. ba
k.ekf Ale step

h44 kick4 MI&

bill clic) noi- smiel Bill did not smile.

bill dad rof la; .
Bill did not laugh.

wos mac!! Bill was mad.

He shut the door. Bangl.

He kicked the step.

He kicked the fence.

In this series, the emphasis is on story content, and the

vocabUlary load is high. The authors contend that with the absence

of traditional orthographic irregularities and inconsistencies,
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introduction of vocabulary can be increased at a faster rate. The

concept load in Books Two to Seven is correspondingly heavy. Books

Five to Seven were too difficult for the children in this study,

certainly in their first twelve months of reading instruction. This

might not be the case for every pupil. The stories that the children

read up to the Book Four level, however, had great appeal for six to

eight year olds.

The authors have now written an easier introduetion to

beginning reading (two extra books) to be used after the children

have learned their first ten letters.

If the teacher wishes to use them, the entire series comes

with manuals and workbooks.

The children in the three groups described used both series of

readers. They continued using material printed in ITA until the end of

January and completed the instructional reading to the following levels:

ITA Readers Used

ITA Downing Series ITA Early-To-
Redd Series

Primers Revision Readers
No. of

Croups Children 'Ito 8 a b ABCD 2 3 4

3

9

* * * * . * * . * * *

* * * 4* .. . . * * (part of)

* * * _ - - . * _ .

As the children were all to be transferred to regular classrooms

at the end of June, 1965, it was decided to make the reading transfer to

traditional orthography at the end of January. As the teaching staff and

the writer had had no previous experience with ITA, this decision was

4/ 4
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arbitrary. The provision for transition, and transition itself are

discussed on pages 46-59. The ITA books that were being used were

replaced in the reading groups with standard print readers, at whatever

reading level the children had reached. The Nelson Series and Copp Clark

Series were used from the end of January until the end of June; in this

period the pupils completed the following instructional reading:

Groups

II

III

Surprises
Off to School

Standard Print Rea&rs

Grade One Level Grade To Level

Mr. Uhiskers The Toy Box
Game Along It's StorY
With Me Time

Factors Affectin Reading

Nagic &
Nake Believe
MIMMNIV 11111110

In discussing continuing difficulties in reading, it is important

to remember that the children were now a year older; they had had a year

of language develolment and because of the learning of many reading

skills, few of the.; initial reading difficulties were evident. Initial

difficulties produced by transition to the traditional alphabet are

discussed separately.

Readinn ITA During_S2ptembertia_Janaaj..19

From reading samples given to the children, only certain

reading difficulties were observable, and these occurred with only some of

the children.
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Substitution

The substitution of a word of like configuration for the correct

word in a reading passage, had occurred frequently in the children's first

year of reading. A few of the children (five exhibited this error more

than once) continued to use substitution words 61enfor Aen, w4L for

wox 341:e. for me, vq/hbet. for dilaor. In several instances, however, unlike

the previous year, they would make the error while reading the sentence,

realize that the substitution was incorrect, and often puzzle out the

correct word.

Hesitation

For some of the children, new words were hard to retain. The

children in the least able group needed much reinforcement on new words,

before they could remember them. This was particularly true as their

reading vocabulary increased. For example, the wyrd 6:101 (bids) was not-.

too difficult to decipher using phonetic skills, but when the story

extended to include hiTii14_ (hiding), and 6cetclki, (holding), they began

to refuse words.

These were the two major types of reading errors recorded

throughout the 1TA term. There were no observed instances of reversals,

or progression from right to left. There were odd instances of the

insertion of a word, but only with some children. For example, in the.

sentence prigiliLl one boy would add the word mee

to the end of the sentence.

ihe main differences in the children's aIs.jLndattiitutterrdes

to reading this year from the previous year were:

(a) Auditory Discrimination--all the children had developed a good, listening

ear for initial and final consonants. The September to Januarr
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period was spent in reviewing this type of phonetic skill, as well

as reinforcement of patterns, both visual and Aral, of the digraphs

ap pJ j, vir, etc.

The retention of this type of skill seemed to eliminate many

of tho initial reading problems. The children now made few errors

in any of their oral reading. Differences among the Children were

apparent mainly in the fluency with which they read. Most of them

had developed good reading "expression," but some, according to

read correctly but very slowly, while others read both

correctly and fluently. In both cases the consistency of the ITA

vowel patterns aided the childreh in developing fluency in reading,

when using this print medium.

(b) Increased Fluency in Speech --the previous year of talking and reading

and listening had assisted the children in developing:language

patterns. This of course aided them in this term, both in understanding

and enjoying what they read, and in oral expr(jsion. They all seemed

more anxious to discuss the content of the stories they were reading.

Reading periods often included a child's telling of the story, awl

a discussion concerning it. In the previous year, most of the

children had so little language, this would have bean virtually'

impossible.

(c) WEltlag--the children had not developed a large enough reading or

writing vocabulary in the previouB year to produce too much in the

field'of original writing. This term they all seemed to love to

write. Because of their ability, the writing was not always

qualitatively excellent, but in all cases, the teacher commented that

it was much better than she had experienced in previous years with
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the same type oi hild. In the top group, it WOG both
interestingand original (see Figure 8).

The stories the children wrote Included many words spelled inthe way they spoke, i.e., cla4 for Jkal-, even though they knew theword dbaf and pronounced it correctly in their reading. Unknownwords that they wished to use wore spelled
phonetically. They badno trouble reading their own stories and were always anxioum to doSO«

The content of their stories was naturally
limited, chieflybecause their own vocabulary, though enlarged, was still notextensive; following their own 'speech patterns, the stories omatainedmany conjunctions with no allowance for changes in thought..(d) Conceptword and language concept had broadened since the childrenhad begun their initial reading the year before. Most of this

enlargement had taken place at school, as the environment at homewas limited. The degree of broadening, however, woUld still beconsidered minute in comparison to that of children living under morefavourable
circumstances.

Consequently, tnere were still instancesin much of the reading of lack of
understanding. For example, in astory that nine children were reading, the following sentence appearedtkc-er
wun

On questioning,six children
underetood tho word nue in this

contoxt but throe
described the sentence as meaning, "He was shiny like tbe sunpu uHedidn't have any clothes," and "He wasn't worn out.'i

Instances of lack of concept applied to approximately fifty percent of the dhildren. As a
consequence, much time had to be devotedin lessons to develop meaning for unfamiliar words and phrases. Tbis

48
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lesson involvement in concept needfully continued to the end of the

year. Though this learning was divorced from ITAI nevertheless the

consistent pattern of ITA made it easier for the children to retain

new words and phrases for which they now had meaning.
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TRANSITION TO THE TRADaTIONAL ALPHABET

1

At the end of January, 1965, it was decided to effect the

transition from ITA to the standard alphabet for all the children. It

was felt that a year and two months (the children did not begin their

actual reading programme until the end of November, 1963) was not a long

enough period for all of the children to reach fldency in ITA reading.

However, as the alphabet transition was to be effected by June, 1965,

no further delay in transition could be considered, especially for these

children being studied. Any new pattern, for most of them, needed a

great deal of reinforcement. nth the sixteen children remaining in the

class, concentration and teaching effort was directed fbr the remaining

five months on the alphabet transition.

Difficulties Obeerved in Transfer

Uhen discussing transitional difficulties, a differentiation

must be made between reading transition, writing transition, and spelling

transition. Each presents a different type of problem, the reading

transition being the least of these:

Reading Difficulties Observed in Initial Transfer

Two weeks prior to the introduction of standard print

readers, capital letters were introduced both in word games wad in the

use of a simple speller workbook. A few of the capitals caused initial

difficulty with a few of the children. Those in the top two exoups had

little trouble after the first week. Single instances of difficulty

observed were:

5 0
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1. Capitals

(a) ILI

Difficulty occurring not in word3 such as Which, and When,

which are very similar in configuratioa in ITA, but in irregular

sound-symbol words such as Who (spelled h® in ITA).

(b) Th

Lower case th was very similar tc.±6 in ITA and did not cause

difficulty. When capitalized as in The, There, Then, only five

children in the first instance did not recognize the symbol. ASter

the first month, there was no observed difficulty with the capitalized

Th.

(c) A

This seemed to cause difficulty only in little words wten Wed

at the beginning of a sentence, e.g., "Are you going....?" "At ray'

house. ..." "Away they went...."

(d) Q and X

These were new letters, seen outside school, but not in their

classroom. Much repetitive work had to be done before these two

letters were familiar, especially with X. This reinforcement was

done in daily word games and seatwork.

(e) I

The capital I seemed to appear Much more frequently than the

other capital letters. A reading problem arose with some children

in one of the reading series in which the capital was printed in

stick form, I. They recognize this as the lower case for 19 and

hesitated over such words as WID, lf, and Ile
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(f) E

Most of the children mastered the use of this capital easily.

One boy, however, supplied a capital Y when asked for the capital

version of the letter e. He had derived this from the sound of z

in such words as funn4 andImm.

Generally speaking, after the first three weeks of transfer,

capitals were accepted, and were not a large factor in reading transfer

difficulty.

2. Vowel Symbol Change

The change in the script of the vowel patterns was a problem

when the change was irregular; e.g.,

(a) as to a-e not so difficult as X to ere

rilxIc (make) Jiuer (there)

(b) le to i-e not as difficult as 4 to z or the wiper and lower case i

f tern (time) mte (Do ie (1) -Fienci (find)

(c) oe to o-e not as difficult as ce to ow

hoenn (home) y elioe (yellow)

(d) 0-) to oo not as difficult as 0.3 to ue

mcvn (moon) 642) (blue)

(e) The double e (ec to ee) caused no reading problmn.

see (see) shee(she)

3. change in Verb Tense

In reading, the past tenses of maw of the verbs presented a

noticeable difficulty in reeding transition. When the children were

reading using ITA, no protaem arose in changes such as cunIto C.

However, in standard print, with come and came, the similarity in

configuration caused some concern. A few of the children, especially.
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those with more limited ability, tended to miss ths change in tense. The

brighter children read in context, and did not eXhibit this problem.

4. Silent Letters

Silent letters that are added at the end of a standard print
1

word caused little problem in reading, except for two children. EVen

for them the problem was of short duration. The teacher solved this

problem by having them recognize the word with tlie silent e covered,

then including it.

5. Irregularities

Words that had no "sound to symbol" relationship in traditional

orthographywere.difficult for some of the pupils. For the word once

(Nuns in ITA), the children tended to call it one. Othsr Words sudh as

niRht (nief in ITA) had to be solved from oontext clues.

There were other irregular spellings that were very difTicet.

In a story in "Magic and Make Believe," the top graap of readers were

subjected to the words through and rough, within the context of one

paragraph. The word through was solved through context clues. The

teacher and children discussed the word rough,, however, as the pupils had

no meaning for this word. Having defined by object and touch the meaning

of this adjective, the teacher then asked the children if they could

think of a word to rhyme with ryugh. One boy suggested Puff (the name

of the eat in an earlier reading series) and. under the printed word taloa,

he printed ?ough,. This occurred in Mtwy of the second year, after

transition had begun.

ig.....1111140

Endings of words were now sometimes different. For example,.

in ITA became looked in standard print. The children tended to
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read this word, and words like it, as two syllabic words, i.e., look

and ed as in Ted.

The observed reading transition difficulties were of short

duration for the more able children in the class. This must be considered

relatively, as all the children were originally scheduled in a kindergarten

primary class.

For the less able children, as well as the difficulties

recorded, there were still problems of substitution and words they could

not decipher. Some of the substitutions now noted were such words as

make for max, pelt for puppet, said for see, ErowAr for Bunny, msy for

me, theT for their, brick for 1212111g, sad for saw, where for there, one

for once. This type of error was identical to the substitution used by

the TO children discussed in Part I.

Transitional Printing

The transition to printing traditional symbols was naturally

not accomplished immediately. The children had spent several months

writing their own sta.-J.(38 in ITA and using their own phrasing. When the

reading transition was made, the printing transition was begun, first

with capitals. The children were then taught to print families of words

that involved the splitting of the ITA vowel symbols, such as 245; in short,

the learning of the long 71; e.g., rn24, tek, cack, to make, take, cake.

These lessons continued through the long and short vawels, and the silent

e. Other lessons included the change in the ITA symbols 00 1/1111, 60 *,

to the digraphs eh, sh, and th.

Endings such as ed and ang were also taught in lesson ibrm.

Also, no opportunity was missed in any reading sessiaa to point out the

differences eihibited in the traditional alphabet.

5 4
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Major Difficulties in PrintinR Transition

The children had been used to ITA printing, in which most

words were printed as they sound. Consequently, for these children,

endings, silent els, capitals, and some of the vowel changes proved

difficult to master quickly. For example, the children read the 1.1m

ending in standard print correctly, but in writing, they provided -.4.x

from the ITA -14, rather than -lag.

The teaching of the long vowels and the simultaneous splitting

of the ITA diphthongs (x) eat :do oc, ue) made both the reading awl

writing transition of vowels easier. In early transition, much of the

free writing contained instances of both TO and ITA vowel spelling's, for

example, name and 'lam (see Figure Z).

...111=...=1.10.=MMII
orro is a gcdd giey.. Ov cors ke

not gS orro name is rselee Dan

Lido . tkafs hi% read nacm but he has

a kors a Poen), black korS . Sorro

has a Iola& anci red cap.

Fig. 2. Early Transitional Writing, February 18, 1965.

There was also confusion in printing the standard alphabet

form of the capital I. The children had been used to seeing this letter

as a in ITA. Also the letter is used a great deal. Consequently in

the transitional writing stage, they supplied many forms for the capital

also using it in some instances where the lover case should have been

wed (see Figure 3).
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II am c3oing +o Calafornya witk m1
Hors and I will fIncl sum 6ad

ro6rrs and I Ind( find wilar i-kaa

were kiciina . I ;inci wilar %a
90id il I will 3ei- 'if.

Fig. 3. Early Difficulty with the Use of Capital "I",

February 18, 1965.

Other samples observed showed the use of a large form of the

lower case, i.e., L, and often the'retention of the ITA form itself, for

example, 'eS for ice, ieS for eyes.

In regard to the use of capitals in writing, the main problem

was the correct use of them. Rather than using them at the beginning of

sentences and for proper names, severta samples of writing showed that

they used them sometimes indiscriminately or did not use them at aLl

(see Figure 4).

Once cyan C3 4inne M JoiNn culogi Maric rololoeci Ike Banic.

Lio6 mei- me oround fke Cornner.. One man 90ir 61,01- By

one of us crimule s . we csof away wiik if. Me+rorolificin

com Comme and one ombise.i.mc Caine 4-eo. 15 minu4S 4Slor

WO Wtre korne . One day I -Concl re-A of the iyans Dan

Nick Franc Mick Brion Carmelo . tkv spen+ all ml

money.

Fig. 4. Misuse of Capitals in Writing, June 2, 1965.

Note.--Each of the children's passages is reproduced by the observer

with the exact spelling, orthography, and punctuation.

51.)
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Silent letters, such as e at the end of a word, were generally

ignored by the children in printing. Gradual37, as their familiarity

with the traditional alphabet increased through their reading, they

began including the silent letters. Just as in the difficulties

explained in the section on reading, there was, in their printing, les('

trouble with split diphthongs (e.g., tin to time, than with silent 6

additions, e.g., hiCTS to horse).

Figures 5 and 6 are further samples of writing a few months

after the reading transfer was made. They shaw instanes of the child

using phonics to write as he talks, for example) "blew' up," and the

confusion in printing too and two.

grg0.11111111111.1111., owmao nu V.11,1

ton9 4ime ago i went oici

601 .Friend . and Danny wen+ and Pafty werci We

co+ a -1-"rog and a 4.ocie but we kaci +o tek Alem go
becus +he -Pother said Go . We lei filerr ao.

Fig. 5. Writing in June, 1965, Phonetic Spelling.

-Me cloy
goIns fosi- Mark slow .

+0 kws. Joievrt is ileoci;n3 M cric ("Cc iiNe race

tkerio 9os Mork kis car is on Tire . Mark woo ser;ously

hurt. there he 3os in +ke am6ewlence . tfle tor 6let...1cl

tkot ni9kt John wen4 home . Mark kaci two Licsel
+o broLen le9s.

of file race

fkinit frlorL is

+roc.

(301n9

boort, .

www..1.
Fig. 6. Writing in Junei%1965, &Lead on a Picture of a Car

Race.

This tendency toward phonetic spelling is exhibited by most

Children in this stage of reading and writing development. Observations
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made and samples collected in a regular grade Wo classroom in which

only tile ...raditional alphabet had been taught) exhibited the name kind

of spelling as that of the cftildren in this study. From this regular

grade two classroom, writings were collected containing the following

spelling:

--She was walking hom.

--He wes lost. He did not no were his Mother was.

--Miss 1---- is a grade too teacher. She is very prtty.

--I like to play outsied.

--I like to go to kb's hous.

Mrs. B--- spok to us when the esble (assembly) was on.

In these samples, instances of the omission of the silent e

ending (hom, hous, REA), the wrong spelling for lazra where, and two

(no, were, and too), the phonetic spelling for assembly (eoble), and

words such as outsied, and piltx wlre all visible.

The major differences in the writings of the children in this

regular grade two classroom and the writings of the children in this

study was in quality. There was abundant quantity of writing from all

the ITA-TO children, but the quality depended on the individual ability

of the child. Considering the abilities of the children being studied,

their writings were very encouragiag.

The following passages were written by the same boy, age seven,

and are examples of the child's story uriting in ITA, and during the

transitional period to traditional orthography. Figure 6 was produced

when the pupil was given the topic "During the Holidays" (Cluerli Ate

hotiles ), This was one of the last 1TA samples before the child was

i7troduced to standard print.
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dueri go HohJws te ms maeld3 0 +0 ancl wenic Alos

tylx165 iF rnie Caf mitnt in Lind hoc jurn pi- up 4 ji)en
le werli. in .11. dile?" ie, &e'en rme ca+ wos dierm.r5

vien e 9of Ji1aer rnie cal 1:111 in Jtut .

Fig. 7. ITA Writing, January 4, 1965,

Figure 8 was produced spontaneously in en activity period,

weeks after transition had begun. Decision to print and choice

of topic was the child's own. The story sentences were joined together

with "and's"; there was no punctuation of any kind. The observer bed

heard this pupil talking at dai/y "news" periods, and this story mas

written as he talks, no stops and each thought joined by an "and."

aN.= w. ma ta I Wm on wit

th is Story is plpouf +ke 9iun+. Once upon CI +irrie

'kir WO 6 onc 'Gift anci His nome wcis -runny -+e anci IN*

%NOS Sad arc:1 looked up in +he; alof onci eoeci not sae No 6,1rds
in tile sky ona he waS soC 6;13 +kat coad no+ see rtu+kine u?

in Vne eAtle and a little loirei came +o Play va+k tke Tani- lo4.4+

file cion+ elij not xivon+ +a play w*1i-11 +6e 6irci cln4.1 th
6ird went owe's( then ci je+ came and tke Tani seen

ond he Le+ tile ej;an i. izey and flu; je+ Wen+
civkici/ and tile tree seen the ef 90 away anci +he 6erci

pito/ ci wAh the ttee cincl 1-ke jef Came icticic arid the sun
vieni- down anti +k icri cipia 61rel anci the jei. anci.

the tree vien o skee.p "The End

Fig. 8. Free Writing, Ten Weeks After Transition.

Figure 9 was a piece of writing motivated.by the blackboard

sentence "What I like to do hest." This was done thirteen weeks agter

transition had begun,"
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Iice to Flay win-, my lc ra*in enci pifin"r f.Orrte I ow er5 Lit
fke 6esi- ii,inc) I lilce 30 to tc'nc.oi nod I like to wol. onJ

Mce to ploy in yard onori y weg, i1 Ckilciren in
yorcl and when ir i tlome. time T 90 sircit kome ontl mit
rny 6ike in +6. scl-tool yard .

Fig. 9. TO Writing, Thirteen Weeks After Transition.

These three passages by the one child were selected, not

particularly for their story content, but to illustrate the progression

in printing (and spelling) where models were not provided.

Spelling in Transition

Normally for a kindergarten primary pupil, formal spelling would

not be given until the child had reached a grade two reading level. As

some of the children were going into a grade three programme the following

year after this study, some formal spelling was given and was helpful in

examiniug differences in 1TA and TO symbol changes. From an examination

of their spelling efforts, it appeared that.there was little trouble with

word families, or consistent spelling patterns, but difficulties with the

traditional orthography inconsistences, for example, knife was spelled

die, mix: was spelled Ramp and pencil was spelled pensil. There was no

trouble with words such as cake, pump, or fork..

A spelling test in symbol transfer was given to each child

individually by the observer in March and the same test repeated in June.

With each child, the test was preceded by a talk between the child and the

observ.x concerning the various differences in standard print end ITA. The

words used in the test were words that the children were now reading

successfully in traditional orthography. The results of tits spelling

transfer sanple are given on page 57.

60
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RESULTS OF SYMBOL TRANSFER TEST GIVEN MARCH 25 AND JUNE 11, 1965

Symbol Change Word Change

ITA

6.6 ee 9rGen

trac

s

OU ou nov3

ae a cxk
loaciny

at ere VAN Aer

tvs x bolts

oe o
9r)

oe ow yeiloe

silent 'et Gael

1- iem

.166
8

(WI
kaus

&-s
. tp.A,tei

ng 1(11

eh (4-106

vtln wh w4r
AA'

_a

..1.1 th coJer
th ti-,rce

L

..

al oy 6en
to:,

Ca) 00 bto1C.

fa) oo row PA

ci)
wo tco

0) ue 61(i)

m.te

No. of Children with
Incorrect Transfer

(N = 14)

TO March 25 June 11

green 0 0

tree 0

three 0 0

cheese u 0

bouse 3 0

cake . 4 1

baby 3 0

-4here 12 5

box 3 0

. ga 4 0

yellow 11 0

cake 3 1

time 3 0

kite 5 1

apple 6 1

house 10 3

cheese 14 2

white * 0

king 6 2

cheese 6 0

where 6 4

white 0

father 7 0

three 7 0

bm 7 0

ta * 0

book I C

moon 1 0

two 6 0

blue 10 3

ball 8 1

10

* The additional words white and 19z were included in the June test only.
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From the errors listed, it can be seen that there were many

words in March that were not familiar enough in standard print to allow

for correct spelling. This would be natural for children at this level

of reading whether using ITA or the standard alphabet. These children

left out =sounded letters, spelled phonetically (e.g., bloo for blue),

and retained the ITA spelling for words such as ha (11(.1:2) where (vihr-11),

yellow (/e16), and Elx (!11;e).

When the test was repeated in June, four and one-half months

after transfer, there was little difficulty with any of the words, except

where, there, blue, and words containing silent e endings, and these

difficulties were apparent in the spellings of only a few of the children.

By June, the spelling in original writing was almost entirely

in the traditional alphabet, except for the four children in the class

who had shown the least ability. They still retained vestiges of ITA

printing, and particularly resorted to ITA when they could not visualize

the TO word. This was different from the rest of the children who would,

in the same situation, resort to phonetic :Telling.

With reference to free writing, the question is asked: "Will

the children retain an enthusiasm for writing?" The children did a

great deal of free writing during their period with ITA. With the four

slower children in the class, this enthusia3m for.writing lessened when

they began printing in traditional orthography. The other children

continued to enjoy free story writing periods, and spelled phonetically

the words they did not know. If in their future programmes, writing is

encouraged, with no undue emphasis on spelling, then the outlook for

original stories from some of these children would be optimistic.
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General Pro ess of the Children in the Second Year of Stud

The progress in reading of the children who learned to read

using ITA was satisfactory over the two-year period. These twenty

children had been placed in a kindergarten primary clans follawing their

kindergarten year. Because of their record in kindergarten, the slower

pace and more individualized attention of the kindergarten primary was

considered an advantage for their general development. Normally from

this type of class, a few children might go on to grade two but the

majority would advance to a regular grade oue Ilass for their second

year of instruction. This major group would then go on to grade two for

the third year of instruction.

For their third year of instruction, the 1TA children observed

in this study had advanced to the following stages:

five children were placed in a grade three programme;

nine children were placed in a grade two programme;

four children were placed in a grade two programme on trial;

two children were placed in an opportunity class.

Three of the four children placed in grade two on trial were

Italian New Canadians who needed a great deal of help in language before

beginning to read. Considering their lack of EngUsh at the beginning

of their kindergarten primary year, they had learned a great deal.

The above classification includes six children who transferred

out of the ITA class.
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Dr #
CHILDREN

During the two-year period, six children transferred out of

the ITA classroom. In the first year the four transfers occurred on:

April 24; Hay 5; May 20; and June 26, 1964. Each child transferred to

E. different school. In the second year, the two transfers (a brother

and a sister) occurred on Aarch 19, 1965. These two children transferred

to the same school.

In the first year none of the children were at a reading level

condusive to transfer. In the second year, both children had been in

transition from ITA to TO print for six, weeks. One of these children

was placed in an opportunity class. This boy was seven years, five

months when he entered the ITA kindergarten primary class, having spent

two years in kindergarten. He was nine years old when he made the

transfer in 1-iarch 1965. His sister, transferred at the same time, was

placed in an advanced grade one programme, was reading well and though

visited, needed no help in ITA-TO transition. Except for the instances

of phonetic spelling and the odd ITA symbol in free writing, her teacher

noted no problems in the classroom, and was pleased with the child's

reading ability.

As the four earlier transferees in the 1964 year had not been

reading, even in ITA, for a very long period, namely five months to

seven months, their transition from ITA to traditional orthography will

be discussed more fUlly.

The observer was informed of two pending transfers and was

able to spend four half-hour periods with these two children before they

transferred out of the ITA room. Two other children were transferred
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before much help in the ITA room could be given to them; the school was

notified only shortly before the move. Each child was visited in his

new classroom. An account of the procedure used to help the children

make the transfer to TO is given in the following outline.

Working with Transferred Children

It must be emphasized that the following was a plan to be used

with "slow-learning" children only. Evidence from the British and

American studies indicate that no special reading help is needed by

average children making the transfer, if the children are already

reading fluently in ITA. The problem in the present study was two-fold:

the children were not ready for the transfer and they were also having

difficulties in learning to read. Transfer instruction for these

dhildren was given by the observer.

Steps Employed in Helping Prematurely Transferred Children

It was found best to start the child with a TO book with which

he was familiar, i.e., one he had already read in ITA. This was for one

lesson only, as the child was not too interested in re-reading a book he

already knew well; the child also tended to read what he remembered from

his ITA reader, and did not actually see the TO print.

This was demonstrated when the child was shown another TO

reader with nearly identical words but with different story material

and a new design. With this, the child at first floundered.

The second lesson introduced matching TO-ITA word puzzles.

(The ITA words chosen for any puzzle used were words the child had been

exposed to.) The likenesses and differences of each TO word were

discussed.
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The third lesson followed the pattern of the second except that

sentences were now matched. The capital letter at the beginning of each

sentence was examined; the blackboard was used to draw the matching

capital and lower case letters.

The fourth lesson included word puzzles of capitalized TO words

and matching 1TA words. Again capitals were discussed and drawn, this

time on paper. Also each irregularity, such as the silent e as in came

and 2z and az as in tha and say, were discussed and the differences

noted.

The child was then introduced to a TO series, in this case

"'Surprises," the pre-primer in the Nelson Series. The child did not

mind, in fact, seemed to enjoy beginning with the easy material, as long

as the story content and characters were new to him.

This reading was supplemented with books number twenty to

thirty-two of the Janet and John "Little Book" series in tradivional

print. These books, containing few pages and tany pictures were a

success both in TO and ITA as the child enjoyed the success of finishing

a book in a relatively short period.

This outline was followed with the four transferred children.

EXcept for one lesson before they left, the earliest transferees were

given the instruction outlined in their new class. The third child, who

transferred out at the end of Nay, was given instruction both in the ITA

class and in her new school. The fourth child did not transfer out until

the last day of school. Her initial instruction was received during her

ITA school day, and additional instruction was given in the first two

months of the following school year.
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Profile of the Transferred Children

Child 1

This boy transferred out of the ITA class on April 14. His

new school, under the jurisdiction of another school board, was twelve

miles away. His new class seemed to be an average unstreamed formal

grade one. He was not ready for even the low reading group in this

room.

The observer made several visits to see this ehilds spending

an hour with him each time. The reading plan outlined 6bove wao followed.

In the classroom, the teacher had the boy read to her individually each

day.

Capitals were at first the biggest difficulty for this boy,

especially D and H. On the first two visits, words containing the long

II sound 1/61Z confusing. For example, he refused the word make. When the

observer printed the word in ITA) mxic then printed the word in TO

below, the child knew the word. The splitting of the ITA am symbol was

discussed, and word families containing the long E sound were learned in

a word game. The same procedure was followed in a later lesson with the

az sound in max, Raz, hazy etc.

This child had not progressed to a pOint where he could mesh

certain reading skills to help him solve reading difficulties. He also

had been attending speech class at his former school.

By June, his progress in TO was no different from that of any

other child of the same mental capacity. In the 196445 year, he t

placed in a grade one room and was visited once hy the observer. He was

progressing reasonably well and placed in a grade two roam on trial for

the 1965-66 year.
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Child 2

This boy transferred out of the ITA class on My 5. His

3chocl was under the same school beard jurisdiction as Child 1's school

and was eleven miles away.

This child had not done too well in the ITA room and wau a

behaviour problem. The observer followed th.l.s child's progress, making

visits the same day as the visits to Child 1. Capitals and silent e/s

were early problems.

The teacher supplied the following comments at the end of June:

--quite pleased with the child's progress;

--instances of ITA printing the first month, no instances
by the end of Juue;

--reading adequately in the Ginn Series;

--settled down, seemed to be enjoying school, no behavioural
problems.

Earlier, this teacher had commeni.ed to the obeerver that she

had noticed that when this child Unished his work, he would go to the

boek corner, select a book arid take it back to his seat, without disturbing

her or the rest of the children. Thf.s pattern had been exhibited in the

STA room, and seemed to oarry over into the child's new classroom. This

child did well in grade one the following year and progressed to grhde

two for the 1965-66 year.

chilL

This girl transferred to a school twelve.miles away. The school

was under the same school board as that of Child 1 and 2. Ebre time vas

available to work with this chiid before sha left the ITA roam. Iike

parents had informed the school that she wonld be leaving.
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This child had less trouble than Child 1 and 2 in making the

alphabet adjustment, perhaps attributable to her better reading ability
in ITA. Capitals were still a problem at first, chiefly B and D. In a

week, this child was reading TO print at her reading level, slowly bat

adequately. Words with entirely different spelling were difficult only

when out of context. For example, the child was reading a sentence that

included the word want. The sound and spelling of w and erh were

-discussed. The child then volunteered a word she knew that started with

the w sound. The word she gave was one (wun in ITA). The same sound

but different traditional spelling was discussed. When the traditionally

spelled one was used in a number game, along with the TO number words,

two, three, and four, the child recognized the word. Five and six

caused no trouble but =I was very difficult. The Child learned to

recognize the word but if asled to print the word with no visual aids,

the task was toe difficult. This word, ALAI had not as yet appeared

in her reader.

After the first month the child had read Book One of the

Winston Series, "Stories About Sandy." She had few difficulties. She

read more slowly than the other children in the class, but this perhaps

was a function of her previous environment. In her kindergarten primary

room the emphasis was on experiences, talking, and activity rather than

on formal reading. Ly the end of June, her printing still contained

traces of ITA, her reading was adequate at her level. The child was

recommended on trial for grade two. She completed grade two in the 196445

fear and was recommended for grade three for the 1965.66 year.

This child was to be transferred at tbe end of June. Consequently

some time was spent with her during,the month of June. This child seemed

A:jy:ih4LR.;Amlr14;Arlwo..hwiamomIMWM.IyW'pddwrmmwm.....f..
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brighter, more eager, and precocious than the other children in the ITA

classroom. She bad been doing well in her reading programme and was

having few difficulties. The deecribed transfer programme was too slow for

her. She had the ability to look at the TO print and immediately point

up differences. After only a few matching puzzles, she began readiag

from a TO reader, "Surprises." If she could not decipher A TO word, eke

used context and phonic clues, and was net timid in guessing. Most of

the time her guess was correct.

In June, at the last session with this child, she was reading

"Mr. Whiskers" of the Nelson Series. Capital letters, H and R were

problems. She refused He. After a discussion about this letter, she

had no difficulty with Hello and Here in the next two lines.

In the title of a story "Old Red Fox," using picture clues she

read Old and Fox but refused Red, pointing to the R.

In another sentence she substituted iow (nce in ITA) for out

in the sentence Look out for the Old Red Fox. This was a substitution

frequently made in the ITA room, not occurring in the TO room.

She also refused the word ail in the first instance. The

observer then printed the word in ITA (22f) and in TO (goj gis). She

commented that she thought it might be part of gat but that a,
(pronounced gay), didn't say anything. After-a chat about ITA spelling

and TO spelling, she did not refuse the word again.

This child was given lessons in transition by the observer

regularly through September and October of the 1964 year, and at the

end of June, 1965 passed successfully into grade three.
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Discussion of Transferred Children

A child will only make an easy and successful transfer to

traditional spelling if he had experienced a great deal of reading.

Reference is made to reading at any level, not particularly, advanced

material. 1TA affords this opportunity. It seems easier to master

because of its reliability; the children appear to have more confidence

in beginning reading; and the material is available. However, if the

child has not had enough exposure to p7int in the form of reading, as

opposed to words and word analysisp an early transfer is both confusing

and difficult. The child then has difficulty understanding the concept

of a group of printed words in proper sequence telling him samething.

With the added problem of symbol change at a time when the 1TA symbols

have not been thoroughly mastered, the transfer is not made with facility.

Each child was moved to a classroom in which a traditional-type programme

was being used. If the experience approach method of reading had been

used, the difficulties of transfer might have been lessened.

In answer to the question "Would each of these early-transferred

children have been farther ahead if they had experienced their limited

learning in traditional print?", the answer would appear to be negative,

i.e., 1TA made no difference to their position. This was predetermined

by the type of class they had been exposed to, namely a kindergarten

primary where the accent was on activity and language experience.

One thing was apparent--each of these children attacked the

new programme of traditional print without temerity. They had not seemed

to experience too much frustration in learning to read with an easier

alphabet, and now adopted a bright outlook toward their new TO reading

programme

71
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Generally, no serious problems arose with the transfer of any
of these children. It must be remembered, however, that each child's
progress was followed, and instruction in transition provided. This was
considered essential as all school personael were not complete4

familiar
with the Initial Teaching Alphabet. In each ease, the principal of the
school was visited and the programme in which the child had been

involved was explained. FUll school co-operation was given within the
Toronto School Board, and in the York and North York Boards, where three
of the children continued their schooling.
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DISCUSSION - PART II

The main concern in the second year of this project was the

documentation Of the reading and writing difficulties encountered by

the ITA children in making the transition to traditional orthography.

Of interest also were the successes or failures of the children who had

transferred out of the ITA classroom to regular classrooms in other

schools.

Current literature on the use of the initial teaching alphabet

places little stress on transitional difficulties, especially in

reference to writing; nor is there much information on length of time

to make a satisfactory transfer. The children observed in this report

proceeded through a reading and writing transition for five months.

They seemed to accept the change in orthography as a step forward in

their school programme. On two occasions the same type of child's

comment was hearth "Now that we can read, we're going to use the

'grown-up' printing." That learning proceeded from the simple to the

complex was accepted without question.

EVen for these slow-learning children who did not acquire

language skills with the same facility es the average child, the reading

transfer was still surprising. The chli.dren generally seemed to notice

very little change in ti!la orthography and from the first day exhibited

no great surprise at any printing change. k few commented on the odd

word that had no counterpart in ITA, such as one (1,4a0) and eight (xi),

but for the most part, *sir comments in no way indicated that the new

printing was particularly strange or hard to master. Perhaps it is only

to the adult eye, conditioned for so many years to standard print, that
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the different symbols of the beginning alphabet appear strange; particularly

when contrasted with the familiar standard prilt.

The reading transfer then, presented no largp problems. The

irregularities of standard print seemed to be easier for the children

to perceive. Because they had learned to read using a more consistent

sound-symbol orthography, they seemed to immediately notice and want to

discuss such inconsistencies as through and rough, mentioned on page 49.

This pointed out one of the factors in the use of the initial teaching

alphabet, in that the different aspects of irregular standard orthography

were separated from the early learning-to-read process. Whether the

sequence of aoquiring needed reading skills with a consistent

orthography, and then undertaking the learning of TO irregularities

would facilitate spelling instruction in primmry grades is a field

worthy of study.

Included in this field of study would be the consideration of

advantages or disadvantages of teaching compound words, punctuation,

,sentence structure, etc. to primary children when they are reading in

ITA, i.e., when their reading is not hampered with vowel inconsistencies

and double pronunciation of the same consonant. As this was the method

of teaching used for the children in this study, perhaps this accounted

for the absence of any large problem in reading when the orthography was

abruptly changed in January. They, and the teacher could focus attention

directly on inconsistencies of sound-symbol relationship.

In reading, the children still had difficulties similar to

their earlier problems, usually substitution, (one like word for another)

or hesitation (words they just did not know and could not solve with

the skills they had.)

7 4



These difficulties were no differem from those that would be

exhibited by any child of the same ability, and could not be attributed

to the difference in the alphabet. Each child continued reading in

traditional orthography with the same fluency and at the same level that

he had attained using ITA.

As might be expected, the writing and.spelling transitions

were not accomplished with the ease of the reading transition. The

change in the writing of the traditional alphabet waa a gradual

transition and leaned more and more toward traditional print as the

children became surrounded by the standard symbols. By the end of the

year, the brighter children in the class exhibited very little ITA

printing in their free writing. Rather, their errora lay in the misuse

of capitals or in incorrect phonetic spelling. The children with less

ability tended to retain the ITA print longer, and certainly reverted

to it when they wished to print a word that they could not visualize.in

traditional print.

It in expected then, that the transition in writing will carry

over into their next year's prograame. The children will be in the same

school where the teaching staff are familiar with the ITA programme and

will continue any needed instruction in transitional writing.
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SUMMARY - PART II

This second year of study was concerned with reading difficulties

encountered by slow-learning primary pupils using the initial teaching

alphabet; during the transition from this alphabet to traditional

orthography; and using traditional orthography. Because of the changed

orthography in initial reading, it was not assumed that these children

would all become fluent readers with no problems whatsoever. They had

come to school with sparse vocabulary, and had not had all of the

advantages of some middle-class children to aid them in beginning to

read in the school environment. The proponents of the initial teaching

alphabet itself do not claim that the purpose of this alphabet is to

show dramatic differences in reading achievement. It has been stated

that "the purpose of this alphabet medium, approximating the traditional,

is to ensure that the beginning stages of reading are as natural as

possible, that reading begins without frustration, that the child learns

reading and writing easily, and that, after he has developed his code-

breaking skills to an efficient level, his transfer to traditional

print be as simple and effective as possible,' (iiiazurkiewicz, 1965,

p. 11.12).

In discussing the success in reading of the children in this

study in the light of this purpose of ITA, one must first consider the

beginning stages of reading. For the ITA children, this was a period

of language and experience learning. No reading was possible until the

prerequisites of reading had been developedlistening, touching, feeling,

and speaking. When the children began reading, they seemed to find tire

experience enjoyable. Part of the credit must be attributed to the
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enthusiasm of the teacher, as well as to ITA. ITA did make the earlier

task easier, and there was no child that "did not want to read." This

does not mean that they all read fluently, but rather that at whatever

level thgy had attained, they did not consider their reading periods a

chore.

This was partially due to the type of material that can be

presented in ITA, both in original material and in readers. Because

of the consistency of the ITA symbol, the Early-to-Read Series made less

use of repetition and vocabulary control, and placed more emphasis on

the content of stories which were closer to the child's own vocabulary,

language pattern, and experience. The important factor would seem to

be that this can be done where the impact of reading as an enjoyable

experience should be the greatest, i.e., in the first pre-primer.

Because of the consisteacy of the initial teaching alphabet,

it was easier for the child to have his listening and speaking vocabulary

become his reading vocabulary. This was a particular advantage considering

the ability of the children in this study. At the same time, however,

the transition, particularly in writing, presented the problem of learning

then partial unlearning. To overcome this problem, adequate time must

be allowed to make the transition completely, especially with the slow-

learning child. For the children in this study, writing and spelling

transition certainly did not occur simply and easily. It was instead a

gradual transition, becoming easier each day as the child familiarized

himself with the standard alphabet symbols in word and sentence patterns.

With reference to spelling and the below-average child, this

again would seem to depend on the time allowed for transition and the care

employed in accounting for all the many intricacies of the inconsistent

traditional alphabet.
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Little has been published to use as a guide in this respect.

Formal tests given in Britain and the United States tend to indieate

that ITA children have not been handicapped in later spelling. Greater

insight might have been gained by examining spelling in reference to

daily word and original writing rather than in terms of standardized

tests.

Story-writing in ITA was enjoyed and practiced voluntarily by

the children. Again, considering their ability, this seemed to be an

advantage in using this easier alphabet. This free writing diminished

with the less able children when they began printing in traditional

orthography. With the other children, continuation of writing would

seem to depend on the degree of emphasis placed on spelling and neatness,

the teacher's enthusiasm for spontaneous writing regardless of mistakes,

and enough time to absorb traditional orthography patterns thoroughly.

In conclusion, observation did indicate that the small

heterogeneous class who learned to read through the medium of ITA enjoyed

their two years of reading instruction. It is possible that ITA of itself

helped to foster this. The retention of this interest--an important goal

in an early reading programme --may in turn be a function of ITA. It is

too early, however, and a matter beyond the scope of this report, to

weigh the value of this "interestn factor against the possible disadvantage

of writing and spelling transition.

The Advanta;;e of this Study'

A word must be said about the advantage of conducting a study

of this kind. When one enters a project covering a relatively new field,

useful information is acquired as to the actual physical exercise of

setting up such a project. Knowledge has been gained regardingithe best
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methods of selection of subjects, teachers, and schools; of the blending
of research procedures with the everytay function of school-room

administration. The information obtained should be considered when
future projects involving primary reading are undertaken.

. If ITA is to be used by principals and teachers within the
Board, the following considerations should be basic to such a programme:
1. The careful selection of the children to be ussd--they must be ready

for a reading programme.

2. The careful selection of the teacherfor a successful ITA programme,
at present, the teacher must evolve her own programme, her own
materials, and cannot rely on conventional "basal series" methods.
Though adequate in supply, there is not the widest selection of

materials at the moment. A teacher who ean use "the experience

approach" would probably be ready to meet these challenges.
3. Adequate time must be allowed to complete the total programme of

reading and transition to account for the wide range of abilities
within the group. The whole group will not all be ready for

transition at the same time. This is a load for the teacher and

one of which she and others involved in the programme should be
aware.

4. Because of the intricacies of this hitherto little-used alphabet,

careful supervision and control of the development of the programme
including transition should be in the hands of an authoritative body
such as the Language Study Centre.
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APPENDIX A

ORAL QUESTIONS ON ENGLISH COHYREHEISION

NAME:

DATE:
CEOUP:

ballgiSgolgaohensiaa

1. Show ma one finger.

2. Touch your head.

3. Put your hand on mine.

4. Point to my watch.

5. Walk to the window.

6. Show me the lights.

7. Put your hands over your ears.

S. Point to the door.

9. How many shoes are.you wearing.

10. Walk to your chair and sit down please.



APPENDIX

ORAL QUESTIONS ON READING

Natal.;

DATE:
GROUP:

1. SCHOOL ATT:TUDE

Do you. like to come to school? Yes

No

Not really

2. INTEREST AND CURIOSITY CONCEINING THE PiNSI.SASFLEMaTO .M12

(a) Do you want to learn to read? Why?

(b) Why does your teacher want you to learn to read?

(c) What do you think a word is7

(d) Can you tell me what a story is made up of?

3. EYTOSURE TO READING

(a) Do you. have any books in your hizuse?

(b) Does anyone at homs read to you?

(c) What stories do you like best?

(d) Do your mother and father read at home?

(e) What do you think your teaoher likes to read?
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